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Project Closure Report

Visitors to Hua Hin Enjoy Good, Green Travel Tips from the Green Map - Local Compass

Project Background Overview
Hua Hin is a charming, Thai beach destination, popular with families and senior travelers, especially from Europe.
Many visitors love Hua Hin and return year after year. This has created many jobs and new opportunities for
people in Hua Hin and the surrounding area. However, the rapid speed of tourism growth is having a serious
impact on the cost of living, making it challenging for local businesses to prosper. Tourism is also adding to pressure
on natural resources, especially water.
The ‘Green Map-Local Compass’ project was developed to identify, select and promote Hua Hin businesses and
organisations, which are doing good work for the environment and Thai society. Businesses applied for inclusion in
the ‘Green Map’, were assessed against 10 simple but powerful criteria. They needed to achieve a score of 7/10 or
above to be included in the Green Map. Two workshops were held to introduce the project to shortlisted local
businesses, and to report progress and request feedback before printing the map and wrapping up the project.
The ‘Local Compass’ introduces tourists to local markets and community initiatives where you can browse and buy
direct from a variety of different local traders and artisans, or support creative, cooperative efforts which benefit a
group of local families. National Parks, public parks, and innovative community development projects were also
included in this section, in particular as a resource for families with children, who would like to learn more about
Thai life, the environment, flora, fauna, agriculture, community development, crafts food, and architecture.
Through Futouris, Thomas Cook Austria and the Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT), 10,000 copies of the map are
being distributed in Hua Hin, improving visitors’ experience of the town and surrounding area, by offering new
opportunities to visit and support inspiring shops, markets, restaurants, projects, etc. The initiative was funded by
Thomas Cook Austria, the Tourism Authority of Thailand TAT (Prachuap Khirikan) and the Thailand Community
Based Tourism Institute (CBT-I). The project received great support from the Hua Hin Cha Am Tourism Association.

Goals and Objectives Performance
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Objective
 Work with Hua Hin tourism
stakeholders to survey and
select at least 20 initiatives /
businesses / markets which are
suitable for inclusion in the
map.

 Work together to reach
agreement on at least 10
common / sustainability
criteria / commitments to
sustainability‘ among the
selected map entries.
 Design and print the “Green
Map – Local Compass for Hua
Hin” including directions,
photos and information about
each selected entry.
(A soft copy of the map will be
prepared for EU partners, to be
distributed via Futouris and
their members to at least 500
EU tourists visiting Hua Hin in
2012 / 2013, and at least 1000
copies of the map will be
printed in Thailand.

Satisfaction Level
Exceed
Met
Did not meet

Exceed
Met
Did not meet

Exceed
Met
Did not meet

Comments
The PM surveyed over 60 different
businesses and initiatives. Two
consultations were held with a senior
Advisory Committee to recommend
appropriate entries for the map. Finally,
there were 38 entries in the map,
including 11 businesses, 4 NGOs, 7
markets, 3 National Parks and 4 Royal
Project Learning Centers. The map also
contained extra content including ‘Do’s
and Don’ts’, advice for tourists about
saving water, simple Thai language, and
tips on where to find vegetarian food.
During meetings and consultations, 10
criteria were adapted and agreed by
project partners and participants. (See
Annex 1). It was agreed that during this
pilot phase, a score of 7/10 should be
sufficient to allow entry into the map.
The map entries were translated from
Thai and written-up by the PM (the first
ever promotion in English for some
entries in the map). A local, Thai, SME
printing company was employed to
design and print the map. This also
avoided creating greenhouse gas
emissions to send the maps to Hua Hin.
Finally, 10,000 maps were printed, and
distributed to i) Western Tour (Thomas
Cook Austria’s agent in Hua Hin), ii) the
TAT, iii) local certified green hotels and
iv) entries in the map. A soft copy has
been prepared as a pdf and sent to
Futouris already. The content is
available for website development in a
future phase of the project.
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Budget Performance
Type of Resource
Man Days (Project Manager* and Input from CBT-I)
Establish and Meet with Advisory Committee 3 days

Actual Cost

Receipts

600

Receipt 1

Desk research of entries 2 days
Interview shortlisted suppliers 2 days,
Prepare for and conduct Kick Off Meeting 2 days,
Prepare for and facilitate follow up meeting 2 days.
Writing of map content 2 days
Reporting 1 day
Man day CBT-I Input 4 days

400
400
400
400
400
200
800

Receipt 1
Receipt 1
Receipt 1
Receipt 1
Receipt 1
Receipt 1
Receipt 1

Actual Total

3600

Workshop costs
Meeting 1 Meeting Room and Refreshments
Printing documents
Meeting 2 Meeting Room and Refreshments
Printing documents

Budget
3600

1128

Actual Total
Map design and printing
Draft design for map 1 day

198
43
232

Receipt 2
Receipt 3,4,5
Receipt 6

20

No receipt

493
2089

Map design and printing (10,000)

200
2346

Actual Total

2546

Miscellaneous
Field survey of entries 2 days
Petrol during survey
Entrance to Kuiburi National Park

Receipt 1
Receipt 7

500
400
74
6

Receipt 1
No receipt
Receipt 8

Translation assistance
Contribution to phone / e-mail costs

25
50

Contribution to Co-FT team

198

Sending maps to Europe
Actual Total

25

Receipt 9
No receipt
Pay after TAT
settle the bill
No receipt
(lost)
Receipt 1

Contribution to CBT-I

512

777
519

Proposed Vs Actual Total

7829

7934

*Note: It quickly became evident that the project would take longer than the 4-5 months
proposed. To ensure that the project would benefit local Thai community groups and SMEs,
as intended, the PM volunteered an extra 15 days to the project. This time was used for
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face to face meetings to explain the project, extra field surveys, additional follow up and
coordination with stakeholders, and significant input with the printers to fine-tune the design.

Best Practices: In the table below, briefly summarize the best practices observed and/or utilized
for this project.
i)

Close collaboration with Thai government agencies and the Hua Hin Cha Am Tourism Association
from the start: CBT-I approached the Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT), which is responsible for
marketing Thai tourism, from the concept development phase. We requested that the TAT help us to
identify a suitable Advisory Committee for the project. They facilitated introductions with the Hua Hin
Cha Am Tourism Association, in particular the president, Dr. Roongroj Seeluangsawat, who gave great
support to the project. The TAT also contributed 40% of the map printing costs inside Thailand.

ii)

Destination approach… Variety is the spice of life: The map presents a real variety of services and
attractions, linked by the green / community themes. The map includes suggestions for places to eat,
shop, admire nature, learn about community development and environmental work: from very local to
high-end. Tourists who were requested to give feedback on the map said that this variety is interesting
and attractive. Content was also appropriate to Hua Hin markets: a lot of families and senior travelers.

iii)

Commitment through the supply chain from Thomas Cook Austria / Futouris through to the
destination. There is no question that the commitment to support the project by Thomas Cook Austria
in Hua Hin, which is a key destination for European travelers, was a great success factor. It should be
noted that Thomas Cook’s commitment to support the project actively, by informing and motivating
their Thai agents to cooperate with the project was equally important as the funds provided. Thomas
Cook’s active commitment gave the TAT and Tourism Association confidence that the project could
really lead to new market opportunities, so they invested time and effort to help the project to be
realized.

iv)

Start simple, with common criteria…be flexible: At the beginning of the process, the PM used the
GSTC and criteria developed by the EU funded CSR-MAP project, to draft criteria for different types of
map entries (restaurants, shops, etc). The Advisory Committee said that the draft criteria were too
difficult and only certified hotels would have a chance of inclusion. This was a good lesson about the
step-in level of local SMEs in terms of sustainable tourism, and the high importance of starting simply,
to get people on board. Finally, 10 common criteria were proposed. The criteria were adapted based
on feedback at the Kick Off meeting. The project team chose criteria which could be appropriate for
many different types of entries. This made communicating the criteria with participants and tourists
relatively simple. A future phase could add additional, priority criteria for each type of map entry.

v)

Interviews and field surveys to see the real situation and build relationships: Initially it was a
challenge to interest very local organisations, community groups, etc to take an interest in the project.
It was necessary to do a lot more trust-building and face-to-face introduction to the project than was
anticipated. In particular, prior to the Kick Off meeting, the PM and TAT staff volunteer spent several
days meeting community groups and small SMEs face to face to prove that the project was sincere, and
worth investing their time and energy. A lot of time was also put into following up applications. In
many cases, the local entries were not confident with e-mail, so we had to follow up in person.

vi)

Cooperation with Thomas Cook’s ground agent. Western Tours, Thomas Cook Austria’s ground agent
were very positive about the project and had been well informed by Thomas Cook Austria. This made a
big difference. They also made a public commitment at the final meeting to distribute the map to all
Thomas Cook Austria clients in Hua Hin, which was much appreciated by the partners and participants.
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vii)

Futouris were flexible and helpful: The project was projected to take 4-5 months, but actually took 1
year! This was because we needed extra time to reach out to the local groups, businesses, etc and
motivate them to participate. Futouris followed up carefully, but were flexible to the situation and our
requests. This made adapting to the situation on the ground easier than a rigid project management.
Thank-you.

Conclusion and recommendations:
Conclusions:


With great support from Futuris, Thomas Cook Austria and Thai stakeholders, the project was a success.
The final map included 100% more entries than originally proposed, and 9,000 more maps were printed
than proposed. The process allowed like minded people, businesses and organisations to network. The
map represents the first English promotion for many of the entries in the map. It succeeded in identifying
and promoting local people, businesses and organisations working hard for Thai society and environment.



Cooperation through the supply chain, with a nominated and involved EU tour operator host (like Thomas
Cook Austria) is a good strategy to motivate destination stakeholders to join a Sustainable Tourism project,
especially when there is flexibility to adapt to the actual capacity of local businesses, organisations, etc.
Participants were definitely motivated by the market opportunities presented by Thomas Cook’s guests.



Developing a simple Green Map / Local Compass for destinations is a good first step to get stakeholders, at
many different levels, discussing sustainability issues and reflecting on their strengths and weaknesses. To
be fair, the current map does not address all important sustainability issues for each individual type of
entry. However, it does encourage and reward businesses for taking action in several important, key areas.



To ensure that local community initiatives and SMEs are represented and supported in this project, it was
necessary to do much more ground work and follow up than would have been necessary with bigger,
better organised businesses. For this reason, any future Green Map project should allow at 6-12 months.



It should be recognized that the personal attitudes of key players, such as the TAT director, president of
the tourism association, and manager of Western Tours remains an important success factor. The project
would not have been as successful if these people had been less personally interested and cooperative.



A limitation with the printed map is that it is very difficult to collect feedback from tourists who have
picked it up and used it. A web platform should be developed, which can include feedback from tourists.

Recommendations:


To increase project impact and visibility, get the Green Map Local Compass entries on-line as soon as
possible, and linked with social media, such as Facebook / Trip Advisor pages of entries if they have them;



A further print run next year (the map is valid 2013-14);



Develop a mechanism for monitoring the satisfaction of tourists with the Green Map Local Compass;



Hold a monitoring meeting with stakeholders to assess their satisfaction with the project;



While implementing the project, the project team learned that in some sub-districts of Hua Hin, local
people are still very poor, even without electricity (which is very unusual in this part of Thailand). Baring in
mind that Hua Hin has so many 4 and 5 star hotels, this represents a real opportunity to increase benefits
for local communities through supply chain linkages with Hua Hin businesses. There are opportunities to
develop interesting projects in this area in the future. This can be explored later in the year.
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Attachments:
1) PDF presentation with pictures.
2) Press information: See article by TTR Weekly / attached article by Approach Hua Hin
3) Pdf of Powerpoint presentation of Progress Report Meeting
Facebook Page

Annex: 10 common sustainability criteria developed during the project
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Applicants needed a score of 7/10 to be included in the map.
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